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Chapter 497 

Next to him, Jun Liuye, Siu’s sister, picked up Siu’s mobile phone and asked 

worriedly: “What’s the matter? There is such a big fire?” 

“This woman, she’s still stubborn with me when she died!” Siu’s face was 

deformed. 

Jun Liuye was worried: “Rayna fought against her and failed. Walton also 

fought against her and also failed. I heard that Lanita did not have the upper 

hand in front of her, even Ivy. I ruined my future in front of her once, Siu, you 

must be careful, that woman is not easy.” 

“Ha!” 

Siu laughed wildly: “Rayna and Walton’s kind of stuff, I think it’s a drop in price 

when you mention them! 

The two sisters are a bunch of poor stuff! 

Walton didn’t dare to scaffold Suzi face-to-face, she begged Lanita to take 

action in a lifeless manner. 

Lanita, that arrogant and stupid woman, thought her grandpa could cover her 

with one hand, so she ordered me to eradicate Suzi for her! 

Those idiots, no one can compare with me! 

I, Siu, want Suzi to die, and she will die. 

Didn’t Lanita order me? 



Humph! 

I just want to pass it on to her! “ 

The more Siu spoke, the more proud Jun Liuye heard it and smiled: “Little girl, 

you really made a mistake. You shouldn’t be a girl. You should be a man. If 

you are a man, Dad will definitely be better than Jun. Kraig’s team is better in 

the political arena in Kyoto! Little sister, tomorrow will be a bad breath for 

sister.” 

Siu said more and more lightly: “Sister, if things happen early, maybe you can 

see the effect tonight. You just look forward to it.” 

Jun Liuye: “I wish Suzi would die now!” 

When the two sisters cursed Suzi behind their backs, Suzi naturally didn’t 

know anything about it. 

Anyway, Siu asked her to go to the banquet site tomorrow. Suzi knew that it 

must be a Hongmen banquet, and it was a hundred times more fierce than 

letting Rayna and Linda beat her with torn shoes in the company. 

Therefore, Suzi decided to take his daughter Lilly to play as much as possible 

today. 

The mother and daughter played outside all day before returning by bus when 

it was dark. 

When it was almost time to get off the bus, Suzi led the only person walking in 

front and talked to the driver: “Master driver, please stop at the front station.” 

She was sitting on the seat with the only one, and the only one wanted to 

sleep. Suzi bowed his head and held the only one, so no one in the car paid 

attention to Suzi. At this moment, when Suzi was standing at the front door, 

several people watched. After taking a look at Suzi, he took another look. 



Among them, some people whispered underestimated: “It’s her, it’s her.” 

At this time, Suzi had taken the only one to get out of the car, and she didn’t 

know that someone behind her was talking about her. 

Of course, it is even more impossible to know what happened to her. 

When Suzi came home with the only one, he washed his hands and finished 

the meal. After eating for a long time, Suzi coaxed the only one to sleep. It was 

also too crazy to play during the day, too tired, the only one was very sleepy, 

and Suzi was also very sleepy. 

Not long after coaxing the only one to sleep, Suzi also fell asleep. 

With this feeling, it was dawn again. 

Sometimes Suzi admires himself and faces such a great pressure. When he 

wakes up, he doesn’t know if he can still live. He can still fall asleep and sleep 

so soundly. 

It’s really a talent. 

As soon as Suzi went out of bed together, Sister Li, who came back from 

shopping for food, took a tabloid and showed it to Suzi: “Madam, this…what’s 

the situation?” 
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Suzi asked Sister Li: “What’s wrong with Sister Li?” 

Sister Li wanted to scold people angrily: “This kind of newspapers must be all 

ruins. Isn’t this slanderous!” 

Suzi took the newspaper in Li’s hand and glanced at it, and was stunned. 



At the same time in Kyoto, in the ward of Mr. Shu, Mr. Shu had just been 

rescued from the rescue room. 

The old man is fine. 

Last night, he was nervous about Arron and Suzi, which caused him to have a 

heart attack. With such a good facility in the Kyoto Military Region Hospital, 

the old man who was rescued could eat and eat, and he was restored to 

health. At this time, there were many people in his ward. 

Darius and his family of three, Lanita, Jun Chengyin, and Arron. 

When everyone surrounded the old man Shu and asked about warmth, Lanita 

suddenly exclaimed: “Oh my God, this…isn’t this too much? My goodness!” 

Lanita’s fussing appearance immediately attracted everyone’s attention. 

“What’s the matter Lanita?” Elder Shu who was out of danger asked with 

concern. 

“Grandpa…” Lanita yelled to Elder Shu, then looked at Arron, showing her 

virtuousness in her tone as best as she could: “Four young masters, now you 

and the female prisoner… .It’s Suzi who came back after you captured it. 

What’s the matter? Are you just playing with her?” 

Arron looked at Lanita coldly. 

If it weren’t for Mr. Shu’s relationship. Arron could break Lanita’s neck in 

minutes, put it down here, cramping her bones! 

But Elder Shu was here, Arron held back for a while and snatched the phone 

from Lanita. 

Lanita was overjoyed in her heart. Haha! 

That’s it! 



Unexpectedly, Siu’s combat effectiveness was so fast and so powerful. 

In just two or three days, Siu can design Suzi like this, haha! 

It’s too much to dispel the hate. Lanita would like to personally send the 

phone to Arron to let Arron look at it. Now that Arron has taken her phone 

away, Lanita is even happier. 

She murmured and looked at Arron: “Brother Arron, you… don’t be angry. For 

a woman who was captured by you, you are not worthy, you know, she She 

has always been such an unscrupulous woman. She is really a dog who can’t 

help eating shit. Why can’t she rectify the problem of seduce men? 

After all, they are all women with children. 

Her daughter is your biological daughter. 

Speaking of my daughter, Master, it says that Suzi’s face is like a zombie all 

day long, and he can’t even laugh. 

She said that countless knives were used in her face. 

In this way, the reason why her daughter looks like you is also…” 

Before Lanita had finished speaking, Arron raised her hand, and her thumb 

and index finger pinched Lanita’s two lips, pinching Lanita in pain in her heart. 

“Oh…oh.” Lanita groaned painfully. 

Arron continued to look at Lanita’s mobile phone. 

What is displayed on the phone is a Douyin video. 

 


